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Fighting Corrosion Another inescapable fact of life Jeff Simon



I



t’s happening right now, inside your engine, in the structure of your airframe, and even within your electrical system. Slowly but surely, corrosion is creeping along like cancer and eating away at your pride and joy. It began during construction, before your aircraft even took its first flight. Aluminum access panels were attached with steel screws and Tinnerman clip nuts, piano hinges began wearing steel pins against aluminum, and some bare aluminum was left exposed to the environment. The use of these dissimilar metals set the stage for corrosion to begin. The electrical system was also assembled with a variety of dissimilar metals, including aluminum, copper, steel, lead, and brass. Once the engine was started for the first time, an endless cycle of surface corrosion 106
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The leading edge structure of this fabric-covered wing corroded from water trapped between the fabric and the aluminum.



began on all of the exposed steel parts anytime the engine wasn’t running. It’s practically impossible to stop corrosion completely on an aircraft. However, a good corrosion management plan can dramatically slow its progress and effectively protect your aircraft from serious damage. Corrosion is the electrochemical deterioration of metal. There are many types of corrosion, and some types are far more serious than others. Any type of corrosion that penetrates the surface of the metal, such as intergranular or stress corrosion, is extremely destructive. Subsurface corrosion can travel within the metal, severely compromising the structural integrity of the component. Aluminum castings and extrusions are especially susceptible to this and must be carefully examined at every annual inspection.
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Answer: Yes you do!* * Question: Do I need one of these? Find out why at:



www.ellison-tbi.com



Carburetors You Can Bank On! Ellison Fluid Systems Inc. • 350 Airport Way • Renton, WA 98055 • 425-271-3220



Airframe Corrosion The types of corrosion familiar to most aircraft owners are dissimilar metal corrosion and surface corrosion. Dissimilar metal corrosion is caused by an electrochemical reaction between two adjoining metals that have different electrical potentials—or galvanic qualities. This is because dissimilar metal corrosion is, essentially, the creation of a tiny battery within the metal attachment point. Add some rain or condensation and the process begins. Electrons flow between the metals, and corrosion begins to form at the joint. Surface or environmental corrosion is caused by the natural tendency of metals to corrode when exposed to oxygen and other corrosive elements present in the environment. Some metals such as stainless steel, pure aluminum, chrome, and gold are naturally resistant to corrosion. Unfortunately, they’re also impractical to build an airplane out of. As luck would have it, the strong and EAA Sport Aviation
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The all new Sportsman 2+2: Much more than one airplane!



Fly it as a taildragger (TD) now...



Convert it to a trike (FT) in one hour.



Install floats or skis in a few hours. Fold wings in 5 minutes to save thousands every year on hangar costs! All of this plus unmatched: ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■



Performance: Takeoff and land in 400 feet; Cruise at 140 kts. Utility: 900 – 950 lb useful load accomodates the kids, large golf bags, mountain bikes, snow skis, or 300 lbs of your gear! Safety: Rugged steel safety cage provides superior occupant protection as compared to an aluminum structure. Ease of Assembly: Pre-drilled, matched-hole parts that fit perfectly, and world-class manuals combine to make assembly vastly easier than other kits. Confidence: Designed and supported by a team with over 25 years of experience in bringing the highest quality, best performing aircraft to market. Community: Join over 3000 pilots who enjoy building/flying our aircraft.



Step up to the Sportsman 2 + 2 today! New Glastar LLC (www.newglastar.com) 360.435.8533x232
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DUATS FAA Certified Flight Planning - The Best and still Free.



lightweight metals, such as aluminum alloy and magnesium, are susceptible to corrosion. The inspection and removal process for corrosion is critical. If you simply sand and paint the metal surface, you may end up doing more harm than good. This is true for two reasons. The first is structural integrity. Knowing how much metal can be safely removed



ply remove the surface corrosion and leave the pitting corrosion, the remaining corrosion will become self-promoting, like a cancer. This is especially true when the remaining corrosion is covered with paint. If you’ve ever seen paint bubbling up from the metal, you’ve seen the results of improper metal preparation and corrosion removal.



Easy DUATS Flight Planning



Color Relief Charts show terrain, TFRs, Navaids and more. Features like Rubber band routing, DUATS interface, Profile terrain view, and custom aircraft profiles, deliver accurate flight plans quickly.



DUATS Weather Briefings



The Comprehensive Graphic and text weather products provide a clear picture of your departure, enroute and destination weather in one integrated flight planner. EFB Upgrades



Optional FlightPrep® ChartCase® delivers NACO Instrument Procedures, WAC, Sectional, and Enroute charts, moving map, online flight planning and more.
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E S S E N T I A L T O E V E RY M I S S I O N ®



Your Aviation Service Partners DUATS Technical Support and Order line: 800.345.3828 e-mail: [email protected] or visit www.duats.com Computer Sciences Corporation Federal Sector 15000 Conference Center Dr., Chantilly, VA 20151-3819 FlightPrep information: www.flightprep.com



Every paint shop knows that once the aircraft has been stripped, it’s time to deal with the corrosion prior to any painting. from a critical structure is not arbitrary. Neither is the process for removing it. The FAA’s bible of acceptable inspection and repair methods, AC 43.13, provides detailed guidelines for the proper abrasives and techniques for corrosion removal on various materials. For example, when working on aluminum alloys, it is extremely important not to use silicon carbide, steel, or copper abrasives because the particles in the abrasive itself can become lodged in the aluminum and actually become the source of future corrosion. The second reason that proper inspection and removal techniques are essential is that corrosion must be entirely removed to stop its progression. If you sim108
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If you happen to own a composite, wood, or fabric-covered aircraft, you won’t see signs of corrosion on the exterior of the aircraft. However, this does not mean that you shouldn’t be just as concerned as owners of metal aircraft. In fact, you may need to be more concerned because of the hidden nature of the damage. Fabric-covered aircraft often use an inner structure constructed from tubular steel. This steel is susceptible to corrosion. If not properly constructed or protected, it can corrode and compromise the structural integrity of the entire aircraft. Even wood and composite aircraft typically use aluminum and steel for critical components. Steel



This brake line nut came from the factory with an improper coating that let corrosion quickly take hold. control cables can corrode, often from the inside out. This is one of the reasons that all control cables should be regularly inspected. To inspect a control cable, loosen the tension on the cable and gently twist the cable in the opposite direction of the winding. This will expose the inner wire strands to inspection and will reveal corrosion and broken strands in the core of the cable. In some cases, the fact that these components are covered by wood, fiberglass, or fabric can trap moisture and accelerate the deterioration of unprotected metal. It is extremely common when recovering a fabric aircraft to find corrosion on aluminum ribs, fuel tanks, and aluminum skins beneath the fabric.



feature for a copper roof, it’s bad news when it comes to conductivity. Corrosion at the terminals can easily spread up the wire. In some cases, it can travel within the wire insulation for quite some distance. If you do find a badly corroded terminal, it’s a good idea to replace the wire entirely to eliminate the corrosion in the circuit. Electrical grounding problems can affect every electrical system on the aircraft. To save weight,



metal aircraft use the airframe itself as the ground for many electrical circuits. While this reduces the number of wires, it makes every structural joint a source for conductivity problems. Most grounding problems, however, occur at the grounding point itself. The ring terminals that are typically used for grounding can corrode when stacked with other grounding terminals and attached with a steel screw. It’s important to



Wanted: Adventurer



Electrical System Corrosion The most commonly overlooked area of corrosion is within the aircraft’s electrical system. However, this can be the most troublesome kind of corrosion. Intermittent avionics, internal and external lighting problems, and even battery trouble can often be traced back to corrosion within the electrical system. U n f o r t u n a t e l y, t h e r e a r e a number of dissimilar metals used within the electrical system. At the battery, most main battery connections involve copper terminals attached to steel posts on the battery. As copper oxidizes and corrodes, it forms a green patina coating. While this may be a desirable EAA Sport Aviation
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No Experience Required, Just Desire...



Murphy Aircraft Mfg. Ltd. 8155 Aitken Road, Chilliwack, BC, CANADA V2R 4H5 www.murphyair.com • [email protected] • 604-792-5855



maintenance & restoration disassemble and clean these connections on a regular basis. Otherwise, you may find yourself investing many hours of electrical troubleshooting, only to find that the ground was the only problem in the system. Finally, the gyros and avionics themselves are not immune from



corrosion damage. Water infiltration is the most common culprit. If your avionics are cooled with a blast tube from vent air, be sure to orient the tube such that water will not be blown directly into the avionics if you fly through rain. In addition, the intake and regulator filters for the vacuum system



must be carefully protected from water infiltration. Moisture in the vacuum system can cause the delicate gyro bearings to corrode and fail prematurely. Any water behind the instrument panel is a serious concern. U n f o r t u n a t e l y, l e a k i n g w i n d shields are a common occurrence. Left unchecked, a small windshield leak can wreak havoc on your instruments and avionics. So, it pays to ensure that all windows are securely sealed.



Corrosion Prevention Proper construction techniques are the best way to prevent corrosion from taking hold. Cleaning, priming, and/or coating the metals as they go into the aircraft can prevent the process from beginning. However, there are products on the market that can treat existing structures to resist corrosion. Products such as Lear Chemical Research’s ACF-50 can be sprayed throughout the aircraft structure. These chemicals displace any existing water, penetrate joints, and leave a residual coating that resists corrosion. However, they must be applied regularly as part of a comprehensive corrosion treatment program to be effective over the long run. One of the nice qualities of ACF-50 is that it is entirely non-conductive. So, it can be used throughout the aircraft’s electrical system. You may not be able to stop the march of time, or entirely eliminate corrosion on your aircraft, but with careful inspection and timely treatment, you can do quite a bit to keep the corrosion monster at bay. Jeff Simon is the president of Approach Aviation, a provider of educational products, tools, and supplies for aircraft owners. To learn more about aircraft ownership and maintenance, visit Approach Aviation at www.ApproachAviation.com or call 877/564-4457. 110
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